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Urban Renewal Caving
by Jay Jorden
Through somewhat of a symbiotic relationship, the
Ciw of Austin and cavers are endeavoring to identify
al~d preserve caves as the developers and bulldozers conti nue their march across Central Texas.
"We have been literally running along in front of
the bulldozers," said William H. Russell during a semin ar on "urban renewal caving" at the Texas Speleologic[l l Assoc iation convention.
The Central Texas city in the past year outpaced
th !: Lone Star State in housing starts, and it and San
A::I.(\nio are being billed as a second Silicon Valley
be"'iuse of relocations of high-technology industries.
" In Austin, we are making arrangements to find out
w L~. areas are being developed next," said Russell. "We
loo ~. for flagging along fences, and when we find an area
ta!·;:: ted for development, we look at it. by walking it off
in ! GO-foot lin es . We look for the soft places, we enlarge
th ':· cracks ."
Perhaps the deepest going cave in Travis County,
M:::.ple Run, was discovered in just such a way, when
ca '.·crs removed cans from an insignificant crack in the
rpcl, and were greeted by air movement.
/: Russell said that city officials have been advising
ca' ers where subdivisions are being planned, giving them
enollgh information to scout property out before street
~esjg ns are made and subdividing takes place. In
excl!ange, Austin cavers are completing three maps in
qU ; d-size scale encompassing a large portion of Austin,
an ··j identifying 74 sinkholes, of which 49 are caves. To
be ~'l c k l ed next is the area south of Ben White Boulevard
to ~;,C\ ys County.
Russell divided his cave conservation and managemenlo plan into phases . First, he told TSA members in
the P ress Room of Inner Space Caverns, karst areas
mUsl be found and caves worth saving located.
" We need to have accurate data," he said.
The second phase, he said, is exploration of caves to
det ermine their resource potential. Third is conservation
- ooth convincing developers to set aside greenbelt or
p~rk areas for their caves rather than filling sinks with
dir t (·0 use as house foundations and also gating them or
establishing some other management tool.
"For our own benefit, we need a management systern ," he said. "Do we put a manhole cover on the cave
or let the neighborhood folks manage the cave?"
He said the manhole-cover alternative was tried at
Whirlpool Cave in South Austin, but interlopers have

thwarted that safeguard and even succeeded in trapping
several cavers from the Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto inside
by rolling a large rock over the entrance.
"Cavers need to work with people and get management tools working, " he said .
He said once accurate information is compiled and
given to city officials, they become watchdogs for cave
conservation and can notify cavers if resources are
threatened . "We can't save all the caves," he said. "But
we can save the best; we can save 90 percent of the caves
we can find and identify ."
The cave conservation situation is better in Austin
than in San Antonio, he said, because of an Austin city
ordinance that requires developers to leave greenbelt
space for concentrations of certain numbers of houses.
And it is illegal to build over sinkholes, he said .
"From Austin to San Marcos, we can now isolate
the important areas for caves," he said . " .. . But cavers
need to get their acts together to get accurate and timely
information to government officials."

State-Owned Caves
by Jay Jorden
The State of Texas, over the past year or so, has
become the proud owner of more than one dozen caves both through its own design and by chance. The state
acquired Gorman Falls Cave near Bend , Honey Creek
Preserve Cave near San Antonio, and caves on a ranch
near Bandera within the last year. And officials of the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, the acquiring
agent, say the state has over that same time frame been
negotiating for the acquisition of Devil's Sinkhole near
Rocksprings in the Edwards Plateau .
Cave ownership is not new to the state, which also
counts Longhorn Caverns State Park among its holdings ,
which also includes Big Spring State Park and caves in
Palo Duro Canyon State Park, Guadalupe Rivers State
Park and others. There, caves have been inventoried by
state officials.
But the purchase of Honey Creek Nature Preserve
from the Nature Conservancy and the Gorman Falls
fishing camp property from private ownership has
brought even more caves under state auspices in a trend
that one TPWD official says is accelerating .
" In the past, we had so few caves that it wasn't so
much of a consideration, and only a few cavers would
occasionally want to get into areas of Longhorn or other
caves on the property. They would get the permission of
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the concessionaire and the state," said Orion Knox, head
of parks and wildlife's Historic Sites and Restoration
Branch.
"Only the past couple of years have we been acquiring more caves and their popularity has grown; this is
something that the state needs to be concerned about,"
he said.
Knox said that, in the past two weeks, department
officials have discussed setting up a task force to establish cave management policies. He said he would probably serve on such a task force, along with state
archaeologist Ron Ralph , park operations personnel and
some cavers from outside the department.
Ralph, TPWD archaeologist for master planning,
said that as part of his job in cultural resource inventory, he and two others are mapping caves located on
one of the latest state acquisitions, the Hill Country
State Natural Area. Ralph was responsible for inclusion
of language in the management plan for Enchanted Rock
State Natural Area that provides for caver input in
supervision of the parkland's fracture cave.
What follows is an outline of state-owned property
and its cave resources, along with possible scenarios for
management plans that would encompass them.
Honey Creek Nature Preserve

The 1,800-acre preserve, purchased by the Conservancy in 1981, was acquired this year by parks and
wildlife, said Knox and Ralph. The conservancy had
faced a December 1984 deadline to repay $2.1 million
borrowed from a trust fund to purchase the ranch
preserve.
Knox said the entire preserve, including Preserve
Cave at over 1 kilometer length, was purchased by the
state.
"Negotiations had continued on and off for the past
year" between the Conservancy and the state, he said.

"
They were not able to raise sufficient funds to can.
tinue the payment, so they worked out a deal that th~
state payoff the balance on it (the property), and an
agreement was reached between our department and th~
Nature Conservancy."
Ralph said the Honey Creek acquisition was part ~
a bigger land purchase involving a parcel adjacent to th~
San Jacinto Battleground in Harris County and other
properties.
"There were six to eight parcels, and they were at
lined up like big dominoes and all acquired at about thl
same time," said Ralph. The preserve "will be jointh
managed by the parks division and the wildlife divisio~
They are two separate entities under the jurisdiction 01
the parks and wildlife department."
He said management considerations for the presenl
are yet unclear .
"But there will have to be management considera·
tions," Ralph said . "They have found blind salamandeN
in the cave, and other creatures on the property. Then
will be a faunal need for conservation and management."
Last year, Luke Thompson, the conservancy's lana
steward for Honey Creek and six other preserves in
Texas, said the property was purchased through a $J
million loan from a national endowment, the Lana
Preservation Fund, which is available for emergency
acquisitions.
The state chapter had spent several hundrea
thousand dollars additionally for building improvement"
Thompson said earlier.
Thompson discovered the preserve cave in Mal'
1983 when he was walking across the preserve after a
rainstorm to observe drainage patterns and check on thi
sprmgs.
He said he heard water running in an area that haa
no significant drainages and found a pool of water whiro
overflowed down a 45-foot talus slope. He said water wa;
still coming out of the cave six hours after the rain haa
stopped.
Cavers from the University of Texas Speleologic~
Society invited by Thompson to the property entered thi
opening two weeks later, finding an underground stream
and 850 meters of passage. Mapping teams extended the
cave's length past one kilometer in April-May 1984.
Thompson, a biologist, had lived with his wife,
Jackie, in the old ranch headquarters on the property.
He said earlier that the occurrence of the Honer
Creek blind salamander, or Comal salamander, might bl
the key to retaining the property as a preserve.
Gorman Falls Fishing Camp

Gorman Falls, purchased within the past year.
could become a day-use park soon, said Knox.
"I would expect that this might continue in thl
next few months, because we do have some faciliti es al
Gorman Falls, and it could be opened up possibly on a
day-use basis, for picnicking," he said.
Ralph said full use of the park is "a long way down
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the road" because the property's
rhaster plan is not complete. The
clave has not yet been gated, and
officials have other projects
that. take time as well.
I "It won't really be open for a
~hile .. .," Ralph said. Parks and
~ildlife officials "are still getting a
feel for it (the property.) We don't
r~;dJY have it out on a development
phasoe basis for the time being . There
ah a lot of other parks in front of it.
As long as there is not a hue and cry,
~e __ viII probably try to let it slide for
al couple of years. I aw it on a plannin g document for a couple of years
dovm the road ."
He said he would like to get a
new inventory of the property and its
I
cave
resources.
"1 thought we would try to sit
d6wll with Orion Knox and hash out
~h at the Old Timers' (Reunion)
COllIe! do for the cave ... possibly
che r.k for bad air and help with gatdo a resource inventory, and in
return, the Old Timers' would get to
use the property for a weekend," he

trWD
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He said the Gorman cave map
cou ld be updated.
" We could do a lot to sit down
an(: have some sort of coalition, a
cav ~ .. -manager oversight committee,"
he ,;:;.id, "to help guide us toward a

management program that could be
beneficial to the cave."
Knox said that one cave
management plan envisioned for Gorman would involve the park superintendent basically granting permission
for cavers to enter the portion of the
cave before the first gate," he said.
He said a good place for a gate
would be before the first siphon in th
cave.
"Gorman is a cave that has
been utilized by cavers," he said. "It
has dangers . There is a pool of water
where someone theoretically could
drown. You almost have to say there
would be a gate there," said Ralph.
"It might be a good idea to gate
it off at the neckdown," he said.
Beyond that point, Knox said, a
permit would probably be required.

Devil's Sinkhole
The property is very close to
being purchased by the state. The
parks and wildlife department has
been negotiating for its purchase for
about one year , Knox said.
"It is widely known that we
have been working with the trustees
of the property at Devil's Sinkhole,'
he said .
Knox added that the state
would only be acquiring about one-

third of the ranch, including the
cave.
"The general thought is that
Devil's will just remain a total
preserve without any improvements,"
he said. "It has been on the list for a
long time as for our desire to own it.
As long as it was in private hands,
we didn't worry. But when it came
to the point where it was on the open
market and developers or somebody
else might get it, we didn't want it to
go that way.
"In the forseeable future, it (the
property) will probably remain
undeveloped parkland," he said.
"And, sometime later, there would
be camping available, and tourists
could look over the edge into the
cave. "
Ralph said that the state began
to actively pursue acquisition of the
cave six to eight months ago, largely
through efforts of Bob Burnett,
another archeologist with TPWD
who works in the historic sites and
restoration branch. Burnett has also
worked in the acquisition of the oldest brewery in the state.
Ralph said he was involved in
preliminary negotiations for the cave.
"We were trying to get cavers and
resource people in there and get politicians out of the situation," he
quipped. But publicity which began
when a reporter for the Austin
American-Statesman visited the cave
temporarily put a halt to negotiations, which began later in a more
low-key basis.
"Devil's Sinkhole was the only
cave per se that the state has been
interested in acquiring," said Knox .
"There is always the possibility that
we will acquire property with caves
in it. But as far as a specific cave,
Devil's Sinkhole was the only one we
were interested in acquiring."
He said one cave offered by realtors to the state was located near
Poppy Cave, but the department
turned down the offer.

Hill Country State Natural Area
Ralph said the natural area,
acquired in undivided part-interests
over a seven-year period by the state
from a Tyler woman, finally passed
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in fee simple to the state about a
year ago.
" I am getting help from Jack
Ralph of San Angelo, a TPW
employee in fisheries , and Jon Cradit
(of San Marcos), who have been helping to map caves" on the property,
he said .
" ... In a quiet way , cavers are
helping to build the resource inventory of the park ," he said .
He said the property is one-third
of a triad of natural areas, including
Enchanted Rock and Lost Maples.
" Each year, for the past seven
years , the state has received an undivided one-seventh of the property ,"
he said . " ... That time has now
expired, and we are now in the master planning phase . It should be done
in a few months and it will go out
for construction within a year. "
" The front door should be open
sometime after that," he said.
Lost Maples Natural Area
Although not a recent acquisition , the natural area may have additional cave resources , Ralph said .
"They are up on a plateau,"
said Knox . "When we looked at the
land before we purchased it, the
manager pointed out a little hole
over somewhere. They had put some
brush over it."
He said he didn 't know if the
leads had been checked .
They included "a few sinkholes"
on the property , he said.
Big Spring State Park
Not a recent acquisition, but
important nevertheless. A cave is in
the park, Knox said . He said one
group which had heard rumors of a
Carlsbad Cavern-sized cavity there
asked permission from the department to drill coreholes on the property. They were refused.
Guadalupe Rivers State Park
Some caves have been located at
the park, Knox said. At least one of
the caves has been gated by parks
operations personnel, he said.

Enchanted Rock Natural Area
Ralph said a management plan
for the natural area is in press which
includes policies for the cave caused
by exfoliation on the property.
" I am proud of it," said Ralph,
" because it stipulates that we will
have an oversight committee of
cavers who will help us if the tourists
begin to hurt themselves in the cave ,
or the cave becomes endangered ."
Knox said the park brochure
outlines basic rules for caving for
tourists who enter the fracture cave.
Cave Conservation/Management
Knox said discussions by TPWD
personnel over the past several weeks
have centered around possible gating
of some state-owned caves and a permit and classification system for
them.
"We need tb classify the caves
in some kind of system," he said .
"Some caves are safe, some require
some knowledge, and others require a
demonstrated need and purpose in
more than sport caving, such as
Devil's Sinkhole. It is something that
has only been within the past year ,
that the department has acquired
enough popular caves that they have
to set up something like t hat."
He said any permitting system
would
be
dependent
upon
classification, since "it will vary in
degrees depending on how dangerous
the cave is."
Ralph said he hopes that cavers
are in the middle of the state's cave
management policy as it evolves, and
they should have an opportunity to
become involved .
" This calls for a management
policy, " he said . " Parks and wildlife
is now asking these kinds of questions and it will be nice to have a
policy . "
Both Ralph , NSS 7616R, and
Knox, 4603LF, are long-time Austin
cavers.

Bat Conservation
by Jay Jordti
The founder and president 0
Bat Conservation International sal'
his organization, which has raised tit
warning cry that many species of tl:
flying mammals face extinctiot
around the world, may move i,
headquarters to Texas, home of tnt
nation's largest populations.
Dr. Merlin D . Tuttle, foundu
and president of BCI, said his organf
zation is endeavoring to raise a Ii
million endowment for a proposo;
move to Austin and for other ong~
ing projects. Tuttle, curator of mall mals at the Milwaukee Publi!
Museum, said the massive ani
diverse bat populations in Tex"
caves are incentive for the possibli
move, targeted for this fall.
Tuttle spoke to 1984 NSS CO~
vention delegates on the eve of tli
Board of Governors ' considerationd.
a management plan for Trout Roel
caves.
He told an audience of aboul
600 conventioneers then that some~
the more than 1,000 species of ba,
worldwide have become extinct ir
this century, and warned that eveo
apparently thriving types, like tl!
Mexican freetail bat, are threatened.
Tuttle also pointed out t.hal
about 130 genera of plants in rair
forests - including balsa and banam
trees - depend on bats for pollen<
tion .
Tuttle, who said he has conr
pleted his 26th consecutive year d
studying grey bats, outlined hE
current work in a telephone int.ervie'
with the Texas Caver at his museu[
office.
e AVER : We had heard a rumor thai
Bat Conservation International rna)
be opening an office in San Antonio
or Austin .
TUTTLE : Yes.
e A V E R: Will you all be movin~
down here?
TUTTLE : Well, we don't know yet
I'll probably be down there nexi
week (week of May 1) to check thing;
out, again. If we can raise the fund;
necessary, we would probably rel~
cate to Austin .
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Well , then, a timetable is
probably something. you don'.t have
yet if you are trymg to raise the
fun ds.
TUTTlE : Well, I'm hoping that it
will go rapidly , being that we really
cail 't afford to be in indecision too
long . There good. And I'd say that
there's a fair possibility that we
could be down there by fall. But
tl ll'l'e's nothing definite at this point .
e .!, 'JE R : Would you be going to
another museum here in Texas?
Td T TLE: No , I would be working for
B ilt Conservation International. ...
e .1\ V E R : Of course, if you do move ,
it '.,.ould be an extremely important
O l~(.' for cavers down h ere.
T \; T TLE : Well, I want to raise a substantial endowment for Bat Conservat ion that will bring in the money
to make what I'm doing financially
Sf'cu re. And I have contacts with
sorn. e very influential Texans and
t ).,,,·F,'S a lot of enthusiasm , and we ' re
pi '.'."ently checking out the possibiliti ,; . I'll probably be down there n ext
week. But it 's not.hing definite ,
e A IJ E R: I understand that one of the
reasons for relocating in Texas might
be also proximity to some of the
la! tiCr bat caves in the country .
Til ', ' HE: Well , Bracken (Bat Cave)

eJ\VER :

is now the largest colony , probably,
in the world. And Texas has the largest numbers and diversity of bats of
any state in the United States . And
Austin probably has more bats
within its city limits than any other
town in the United States.
CAVER : Yes, there's so many that
they even roost under the bridges .
W ell, how big of a staff do you have
now with BCI?
TUTTLE : Right now , I'm the only
full-time , but there are several parttime employees. I don 't want to hire
and terrain more new people right
now before moving down , because I
may lose some of them if we relocate .
But when we come down there, I'll
add several people to the staff ... .
e A V E R : SO you 're saying there's a
target date of this fall for the move
if you can raise enough funds . How
much money do you think you would
n eed to make the move? Can you
give me some idea of fund-raising for
BCI?
TUTTLE : Well , we're talking about
raising in the neighborhood of $2
million for BCl. The thing is, what's
happened is this thing started out as
a little thing I was trying to do for
conservation and has blown into an
enormous project. And now we get

calls and letters and inquiri es from
all over the world. And th ere's no
way I and a couple of people ca n
handle
thousands
of
mqum es
through time , and som etimes 40 and
50 in one day.
In fact, the last call I had before
you called was a national t elevision
program wanting something on bats,
and I'm absolutely inundated wi t h
everybody from N OVA wanting to
do an hour special to, you name it.
And I'm , at this point, having to put
everything off because I'm so
swamped with not having enough
funding to handle the whole thing .
So, basically it 's gotten down to t h e
point where it's either get as big as it
takes to handle the problems or give
up and get out. And I don't want to
give up and get out so I'm trying to
raise an endowment.
e A V E R : Speaking of t elevision programs , I remember you mentioned
last year that there would possibly be
a program on bats on Night/ine for
ABC . Has that ever come about?
TUTTLE : That never came about,
but they 're still talking about doing
something. In fact, th ey say they 're
d efinitely going to do somet hing t his
summer . I don't know .
CAVER : I see.
TUTTLE : I was on the (National)
Geographic (Society) special the
other night, a couple of weeks ago.
e A V E R : Was that along with the
special on the caves of Mexico?
TUTTLE : It was on that same program, but later on in the show. It
was a three-hour program total.
{Editor's note: The program will be
aired again on Sunday, May 26.} I'll
have an article coming out in
National Geographic magazin e pretty
soon . And that 's another thing. I'm
holding that up , b ecause I want to
have a correct address on it , and I
don 't want to run it if I'm going to
be in T exas soon .
e A V E R : Do you have anything so
far to apply against the $2 million
endowment? You have been ralsm g
money all along.
TUTTLE : Well , we have our operating funds, enough to go around at
present levels, at present employment. We 're fin e. But the thing is we
can't stay at present levels, and
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continue to be fine; we have to hire
new people and free me up so I can
do the things I should be doing
instead of writing letters around the
clock in my office. And so we're looking to raise the endowment it would
take to get us down there.
C A V E R: I noticed that the Bacardi
Imports booklet on bats finally came
out and it looks really good.
TUTTLE: Thank you.
C A V E R: Are they in a position to
help fund this operation?
TUTTLE: Oh, they're helping us with
our basic needs. They spent $80,000
last year on promoting bats and BCI.
CAVER: Oh, really?
TUTTLE: And another $10,000 into
our basic operations. And they sent
us another $10,000 the other day.
C A V E R: Great. Any other large contributors right now?
TUTTLE: Well, Johnson Wax just
gave us a new Wang computer system . And we're beginning to get a lot
of interest. But it takes time. And
right now, I'm very optimistic . Even
though I'm not sure, I think I'm
going to be able to raise the endowment in Texas ....
C A V E R: I also remember that one
corporate sponsor wants to fund a
one- to three-hour television special
on bats hosted by Robert McNeil of
McNeil-Lehrer Report.
TUTTLE: That was Bacardi . You see,
all these things are on back burners
until I can make this thing stable so I
can go out and do things like that.

Private landowners had operated the
area primarily as a fishing camp
until closing it two years ago.
Officials currently have no master plan for development but expect
to accent several activities. These
might well include camping, picnicking, fishing, swimming, spelunking,
canoeing, bird watching, and backpacking.

Texas Bat and
Gas Studies
by William R . Elliott
Editors' Note: The following
was reprinted from the North American Biospeleology Newsletter, No. 30,
July 1984:
Gary McCracken of the University of Tennessee was in Texas again
for his fourth summer of research on
the nursery behavior and population
genetics of the Mexican freetail bat,
Tadarida brasiliensis mexicana.
I wasn't aware of this until I
went out to survey Davis Blowout
Cave, near Johnson City, last March
and the owner told me about Gary's
work there. Since then, we've
exchanged information on the cave
and I took Gary and two grad students, David Miranda and Paul Gibson, to T Cave nearby.

This turned out to be a Myoli!
velifer cave. But we did make a go~
invertebrate collection and saw!
blind Eurycea salamander (I had col.
lected one there in 1982.)
One of the things I do as indU,]
trial hygienist fo; the Tex~ De~arl.
ment of Health IS to mom tor aIr i[
workplaces for pollutants. I chech!
the air in T Cave and found a traci
of ammonia (it was not denseh
populated by bats) but a high lev;~
of carbon dioxide. This probably ha~
something to do with the Lower Glen
Rose Limestone, in whcih the cave ~
formed . This formation is sometim~
known for "bad air caves".
Perhaps, I'll make a study 01
this phenomenon someday. Later thii
summer, I'll make gas measurement
with Gary in Davis Blowout Cave.
When the bats are at their annual
peak. We're hoping that Dr. Merlin
Tuttle will visit during Gary',
sojourn, as he did last year.
Apparently Merlin had a bad experi·
ence with the high ammonia levels in
Frio Bat Cave last summer, but I'm
hoping that he'll tell us that star)
himself, ...

Gorman Falls
The Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department has received permission
to acquire Gorman Falls as a state
park. The area contains a scenic picnicking area and springtime hotspot
for white bass fishing.
Gorman falls sits above Lake
Buchanan on the Colorado River . It
includes a scenic 60-foot waterfall on
the 712-acre site. Officials said the
waterfall flows constantly, even during dry years, because of a spring
upstream .
The department will purchase
the land for under $2 million.

~ey, I found one of :these

deep co..VQS by the Jake. You
wa.nna80 31:-0 another daml'
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Wild Caving Policy
edited by Sheila Knight

E ditors' Note: The following contains permit infor!l' <.!tion for wild caves in Carlsbad Caverns National
' ·;: l'k.

Requests for entry permits to wild caves should be
:: ;; el e at least a week in advance . Applications for per-

.dil'j can be obtained from the Superintendent, Carlsbad
:·.'. verns National Park, 3225 National Parks Hwy. ,
'..., ri sbad, NM 88220, or by calling . You can receive your
:lp l'oved permit by mail or pick it up in person at park
·· . ::, dquarters or at the visitors center at Carlsbad
<'>n!cl'lls National Park . The headquarters is open from 8

demonstrate competency in single rope techniques before
a permit will be issu ed . All parties entering a park can
must have a hard hat and three sources of light for each
person .
Any entry into a wild cave may result in irreparabl e
damage to the cave . Each park cave that is entered is
carefully monitored for impact . If the caves are being
adversely affected by too much traffic or by careless
users, they will be closed . Please help park personn el
with this wild caving program by keeping in mind both
the preservation of the cave and your personal safety.
They would appreciate receiving your comments about
the program when you return the permit.

Mexican Pilgrimage
by Jay Jorden

to ;) daily in summer and 8 to 4:30 weekdays the rest of
l il t' year . The visitor center is open form 7:30 to 8 during
t he summer and 7 :30 to 5 the rest of the year. Please
;' !)(: l: ify whether you would like to have the permit
In;lil ed or where you want to pick it up. Upon com pieiJ ,~, " of your cave trip, the permit must be left in one of
Pl<" return boxes as noted int he information that will
a ~co m pany the permit.
.
So me caves have no fee to enter ; some require a $2
tee,. a P ark Service trip leader, and a 1 month advance
noLlce . Reservations are on a first-come first-serve basis
fees coll ected at cave prior to entry . S~me caves requir~
vertical equipment and you will be required to

It was the call to heed , a southwestern pilgrimage of
sorts, that prompted about 60 speleold-timers , speleoldgroupies , and devotees to turn those heavily-soiled Dodg e
Darts, pitted with dings from years of caving and
border-crossings, and ancient, scratched pick- 'em-ups
toward the equator over the Christmas holidays.
Some would have called it madness , others wanderlust, and the sage among us gave it a wild hair or two .
But the frost was upon the Pumpkin and it was time for
another sojourn of spelean merry-makers to Bustamante
Canyon to see in the new year . More lates and (for the
great majority) greats of caving were promised . We 're
talking real old-timers , some with long beards and
hickory canes, who remembered days of long yoyages by
rick ety Mexican bus down the Inter-American Highway ,
along its route to search out sotanos and cue vas hidd en
among the folds and faul ts of the Sierra Madres.
A phone call from Austin by Mike Walsh tempt ed
us to make the journey . A border crossing of uneventful
proportions was expected , but no one could have
predicted that a crowd of angry (political) party faithful
would be in the process of burning down City Hall , th e
equivalent of the county jail , six police cars , a tow tru ck ,
a newspaper warehouse , and several homes in Piedr as
Negras , just a scant dist ance down the Rio Grande from
Laredo . Listening intently to crackling radio reports of
the riots , onward we drove .
And drove. Roaring through the Capi tol City on
Interstate 35 , while muttering a quiet penan ce und er our
breath as The University of Texas with its tower crowning the 40 acres loomed briefly into view . Then , as
twilight deepened, the familiar stunted scrubbrush and
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mesquite trees of South Texas and the Edwards Plateau
began appearing along the roadway. How many miles
had been logged along this familiar thoroughfare during
college days, when classes were out Friday afternoon and
Craig Bittinger pounded on the dormitory door? We
hastily assembled a caving pack from gear strewn along
the floor and rushed out to a waiting Dodge Power
Wagon for the trip south.
Though excitement seemed always to await south of
the border in those days, no crowd of angry torchburners awaited us in Nuevo Laredo, luckily. Only a few

"My gawd, there's a
flood!"
sleepy customs officials stood behind plywood desks, confronting a vacant line of bus-station style chairs. A far
cry from college remembrances, when the line stretched
down along the somber, plywood desk, curving around
the chairs and out the door into the parking lot.
But, as always, there was a sense of anticipation at
what lay beyond - perhaps a half-crazy rumination, but
knowing that border turmoil and conflict lay scant miles
away added fuel to imagination .
Onward did we press, after a speedy crossing and a
brief stop for cambio and libations. Somber clouds
which had been building ever higher on the journey
south through Texas suddenly grew darker, with distant
lightning flashes seen across the plain, crackling on the
radio along with distant Mexican stations. The circuitous, narrow route to the old road out of Nuevo Laredo,
alternately paved and dirt, was muddy, and once the
highway was found, the storm broke, in raging torrents
that washed rivulets of water across the shoulderless
pavement.
The deluge continued for more than an hour before
the clouds started breaking up outside Lampazos, and
glimmers of stars shone between the low fog. Bustamante and city streets had a clean, fresh smell and
appearance as after a mountain village rain, and deep
ruts on the canyon road were overflowing. Worried that
the campsite might be missed or that the rain drove
everyone away, we inched up the canyon. But rounding
a bend, the bright glare of lights and muffled shouting
greeted us.
"My gawd, there's a flood!" one camper was shouting as we pulled up. We could see from the parked car
several figures wading in the swollen stream, wrestling
with a dome tent over their heads. "WhpTl I woke up, I
was in two feet o{ water!" another yelled.
All around, soggy campers were emerging from
their waterlogged tents, cursing and mumbling . Charlie
Loving said that a sudden rain had come up in the
desert and the water had risen in minutes. Yet, most
seemed to be taking charge of the situation and no one
seemed to be in real danger.
In fact, in the spirit of the New Year's (which day it
was), many were admirably retaining their senses of
humor and making the best of a bad situation. "I'm on

flood patrol," one ·pld-timer allowed as he set a stick int~
the muddy bank whire the brown waters were coursing.
"I'll let you know if you start to float away."
Another, concerned that his tent trailer was aboul
to be inundated by floodwaters as it sat on a small
island out in the water, managed somehow to find the
owners of more than a dozen vehicles parked on hign
ground and persuade them to back down the canyon
road so he could pull up his 4-wheel drive truck.
With much commotion and tire-slipping, the trailer
was snagged on a hitch and pulled to safety. When the
furor died down, fitful sleep ensued and the sun dawned

An SO-foot drop was rigged
and descended
on an already-bleary eyed crew, tired from the night's
rescues. But a stalwart few, including the author and
Sheila, ventured to Bustamante for six or seven hours,
meeting several groups of Mexicans who visited the cave.
We returned in time for merry-making (Ed: suitably
restrained) and celebrating already underway at the

canyon. Many a lie was swapped, many a refrain (Ed:
sometimes bawdy) was sung and more than a few hang·
overs were nursed. A few fireworks and cheery campfires
topped off the night's entertainment.
On New Years' Day, an excursion past the head 01
the canyon was made, then a good cliff face was found
for practice rappelling. An 80-foot drop was rigged and
descended before dark, menacing clouds again fell int~
the canyon from the mountaintops, bringing with them a
cold front and accompanying snow that evening.
A wag once said that the most dangerous part of a
caving trip was on the highway, a truism that was again
validated on the journey home, as the winter storm tried
in every conceivable way to wrench our brave vehicle oft
Interstate 35 and throw it into a ditch, there to turn us
into icicles. The cold, white blanket that had begun in
Bustamante grew deeper as we went northward, through
San Antonio where we were forced onto access roads
and, later that afternoon, persuaded to stay the night in
Austin by icy roads and blowing snow .
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TSANEWS
The ingredients for a perfect caving convention :
bke more than 250 folks bent on having a good time for
all early summer weekend, add a rustic campsite within
y, al king distance of one of the state's great commercial
cal'es and within falling distance of several smaller but
si'or t.i ng passages, and stir in liberal amounts of
sl!llshine , beer and barbeque . They were all cooked up
t ll(; weekend of May 17-1 9 at Inner Space Caverns near

recent memory, thanks to meetings and lectures held in
the Press Room of Inner Space , and a treasure hunt cleverly concocted by organizer Mike Warton inside Steam
Cave. While the sun sweltered above, conventioneers
listened below Saturday to updates on the latest explorations in Proyecto Purificacion and Sistema Huautla ill
Mexico, by Peter Sprouse and Andy Grubbs, respectively. Bill Russell outlined "urban renewal caving"
(Editor's Note: for details, see article elsewhere in this
issue) and Duane Canney talked about Bexar County
caving . Bill Elliott discussed a computer project of the
Texas Speleological Survey and presented winners of the

Georgetown. To ice down the affair, two kegs of beer
greeted early arrivals Friday night, and the brew never
stopped flowing the rest of the weekend!
Awaiting those stalwart troopers who survived the
,,:,eek~n d, like a prize for the marathon, was an invitatIOn for a cool dip in Peter Strickland's swank digs near
Lake Travis. Many took him up on his offer and said it
Was th e best part of the convention.
:rhe convention was billed as a caving affair, and
certalllly lived up to its name . Participants probably
Spent more time underground than at any confab in

annual TSA photo salon. Bill Mixon gave an overview of
the NSS convention in Frankfort, Ky. the last week of
June. And James Jasek took a group photograph underground with the aid of flashbulbs and a unique, largeformat camera.
A slide show was planned Saturday evening, and
several fires blazed at area campsites, where partying
and general merry-making continued into the wee hours
Sunday. The board of governors meeting was the big
event the last day, with members voting to send a
plaque to James Brummett, manager of Inner Space, for

TSA Convention
by Jay Jorden
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his cooperation m making the convention a memorable
one.

TSA Minutes
by Jay Jorden
Herewith follows a quick rundown of business at the
Texas Speleological Association board of governors meeting held Sunday, May 19, 1985, at Inner Space Caverns,
Georgetown.
Officers present: Andy Grubbs, president; Mike
Warton, Vice president; Johanna Reece, secretarytreasurer.
I. Minutes from the January meeting near Center
Point were read.
II. The financial report, submitted by Johanna Reece,
was read.
III. Committee Reports
A. TSA Logo Committee
Jay Jorden, chairman, reported that the
committee has $310.00 in the committee
account, and that not all TSA patches have been
sold. He and John Spence, Publications chairman, said that they have about 50 patches
remaining between them .
Jorden said that he had, since last year,
checked on prices for printing car decals using
the TSA logo. He said that all were on the high
side, with Lamb Stencil Co. of Washington,
D.C., - the company that prints the NSS watersoluable decal - coming in the highest at over
$400 for 200 quantity. He said that the cheapest
quoted commercially was $1.05 from a Dallas
graphics company, which is still on the high side.
It was perceived that people may not be willing
to pay as much as $1.50 for one window decal.
But Jorden said he is gearing up for shade-tree
silkscreening and could print them for 80 cents
apiece. No response has been made yet.
B. Publications Committee
Chairman John Spence said he is relinquishing his position effective immediately after the
Board of Governors meeting.
C. Safety and Techniques Committee
ChaW-man Bob Cowell said that the latest
call-down list, updated with TSA members who
have submitted their information forms, was
available. He said a couple of copies were available for each grotto. He said more input is
needed. Cowell and vice-chairman Jay Jorden
are planning a short rescue exercise at the Old
Timers'Reunion .

Bill Elliott, by proxy, asked for a motion thai
the TSA join the Nature Conservancy. Cost ani
membership qualifications were discussed, and th;
executive committee took the recommendatiol
under advisement, with the stipulation that it coul!
apply for TSA membership in the Conservancy i
conditions are favorable.

V. Other Business
A. Ronnie Fieseler moved that the TSA buy :
"nice, large screen" for projecting slides, movi~
etc. Executive committee members and other
asked what range costs would be. It was d ecid~
that some folks would check prices at variou
cities for large-format screens.
B . Mike Walsh gave a brief update on Old Timer;
Reunion, set for the weekend of Sept. 20-22.
C. John Spence, Texas Gaver co-editor, moved t,
extend TSA membership to end Dec. 31 of eat:
year, to coincide with the payment of du~
Half-price dues shall be collected at OTR for hal
the year. Membership renewals should continu
to be encouraged, pushing for renewals at OTR
etc.
The motion was approved .

A good Ume __ had by all at the TSA O>nventlon

IV. The Nature Conservancy

the

T~xas
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SAFETY & TECHNIQUES
Warm Gas Inhalator
One of the greatest health
(i:l ngcrs an underground patient faces
i:) :, rescue is hypothermia, or loweri !~:; of core body temperature. A
C" " ' ,:!" who becomes trapped below
g!':JlI nd for a period of time begins to
Ill:;!:" body heat through direct contact
w:th mud, rock or water, and other
DI Wl IlS . In treatment of the injured or
t:'2,i)pc d patient, this loss of body
h r. ' ; t hrough conduction and radia!y,,, - along with convection, evaJ'" ,':.(i on and respiration - must be
r'H rsed, or at least halted.
The process of maintaining core
t:. Il'pcratu re at 95 degrees or above
"nd therefore preventing hypother;1
is not as easy as it sounds.
F ::l i'rom the isolated accident site in
t;J,' cave , even doctors and nurses in
a i;;)spital emergency room are chalkn~e d by the energy required to raise
borly te mperature . In one of the
O :)i im al procedures, placing a patient
in ~. hydraulic sarong or wrapnr'Jund garment lin ed with a netW tl"k of tubing through which flows
h ca i ~ d water - only raises core tempc:a l ure about one degree per hour.
In the cold, damp cave environment, rescuers have attempted to use
h0t packs, space blankets and heaters
0

to combat lowered core temperature,
A technique some in search and rescue circles are still debating is use of
a warm gas inhalator .
The equipment utilizes medicalgrade soda-lime which, when injected
with carbon dioxide, begins an exoth-

-

ermic reaction . The heat produced
also humidifies air flowing through
the apparatus ; a reservoir attached
to the inhalator then pumps the
warm, moist air through a facemask .
The inhalator was demonstrated
to basic and advanced students at a
cave rescue seminar this summer
sponsored by the National Cave Rescue Commission at Wind Cave
National Park, South Dakota. Dr.
Noel E . Sloan , NCRC central region

Yeah, fine. I'm

I feel funny. Li,ght's a

breathing fastWhy?

little dim. Could there

be bad

by Jay Jorden

coordinator, and Tom Patterson, a
National Park Service ranger , discussed use, contraindications and
precautions .
Patterson said that patients
must be constantly monitored as
they breathe from the inhalator . Air
above a certain temperature - normally 105 degrees can damage
lung tissue, he said, An in-line thermometer was provided In one
homemade version he tested .
The mask is placed over the
patient's mouth and the reservoir
bag is squeezed to deliver warm ,
moist air.
Sloan and Patterson described
the inhalator 's construction, using a
one-gallon picnic beverage container
with
expanded-foam exterior, a
release mechanism for a CO 2 cartridge and other parts.
Some SAR officials said the
inhalator is versatile since it allows
rewarming the core from the inside
instead of the outside. Others criticize use of the device , saying patient
tolerance and comfort can at times
become poor.
Future safety columns will
explore medical aspects of hypothermia and other treatment techniques .
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DOYATAKEA
STRANGER CAVING?
by Bob Glennon

In the October DFW grotto meeting, we spent a bit
of time in a rap session about being accessible to nongrotto members for cave trips. The discussion went in
several directions:

phone, caving interests, geographical preference, experi.
ence, skill level, and willingness to lead trips with experi.
enced and/or inexperienced cavers. These data can then
be summarized and distributed to grotto members in a
convenience format.
Now let's look at this from the viewpoint of a visi.
tor to a grotto meeting. When we spot the first-timer,
we should ask him to fill out a data sheet. When he has

1. How should we make our grotto known and to
whom?
2. How do we educate and protect?
3. Do we want non-grotto members on field trips?
Subsequent to the meeting, we have attempted to assimilate comments and opinions and present a concensus.
Up front, we must recognize that these issues have
torn at the relationship between serious speleologists
and fun cavers since God invented the carbide light
(Genesis 1:3, " ... And God said let there be light."). We
want to keep the real treasures to ourselves and share
only with the equally deserving. Sounds parochial but
actually it isn't a bad synopsis of the way most of us
feel. The results of opinion poll question 1 seem to be:
make ourselves known to those equally deserving. The
DFW Grotto name, contacts, and meeting times should
be available to those who seek to find the Speleological
Society. The university natural science departments,
outdoor specialty shops, public libraries are good places
for discreet notices of our existence. We seem to be willing to educate and train those persons who are in turn
willing to respect and protect our underground natural
resources. The mutual commitment is essential.
The second question related to leading and participating in cave trips. Most grotto members seem to feel
that the best way ot make upcoming trips is to tell the
prize winning newsletter staff (don't forget Rob's ammo
can from OTR!), so the trip and trip leader can be
listed in the newsletter. There will always be those
quick unannounc.ed trips and that's good . We certainly
should not lose our spontaneity! We must remember,
however, that spelunking hags a different flavor for each
of us. Surveying, photography, vertical, or just pushing
back the undiscovered hold the focus of different people's
fascinations. There is a sanctity to that and we have to
allow ourselves the flexibility to do. our own thing while
respecting and protecting. What's the solution? Well, as
close as we can come, it is a data sheet on each DFW
grotto caver . The data will include name, address,

'*

done that, we can give him a list (one of several sorting;
produced by a computer or word processor) that tell;
him or her some of the people that share their same
interests (and who might be willing to lead a trip). The
newcomer has been made to feel a part of the group ana
we have learned something about him/her. We need,
however, to develop a follow-up procedure for checking
with the visitors on their interests. The data sheet can
help us do that.
The third point expressed in our ad hoc survey was
putting a training program into action. We have needs
for specialized training such as first aid, cave rescue, sur·
veying, and vertical work. The data sheet can give us
basic information for attendance in such classes.
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Cave Cuisine
by Jay Jorden
Mercy sakes, my cholesterol level must have been
low lately, since yours truly nearly allowed some valuable information to slip through the karsty cracks that
overlie the barren landscape around the Caver Kitchens.
Obviously, we haven't been getting our daily dose of
that fermented cave spring water, Suave Bolla. Ah'll just
down a slug 0' that caver Koolaid ... whoohah! Inspira(,jon has begun flowing through these mud-caked pores.
Dearly beloved, it just turns out that fortune has
smiled upon cave connoisseurs
this month. No, I'm not talking about that fast-food tripe
those of us who are true freeway cavers normally ingest
during a hectic one- or twoday weekend trip to Frontage
Road Cave, U.S.A. No, cave
c<lrnivore victuals can be
found anywhere (even under
rocks).
You got your caver
breakfast specials that can be
fo un d at any number of sleazy
diners along the tarmac including, but not limited to,
Gra nd Slime specials at a certain
sit-down
fast-food
e,Cdblishment which will go unnamed here, except to say
th at it serves lots of Yankees and other tourists from
other countries and has a yellow sign with red lettering.
And you ~ot your Swedish meatball pancakes with
great heaping gobs of toejam syrup, to be found at an
always-open eatery with an international flair. For those
willing to brave the young bimbos and teenyboppers who
frequent real fast-food restaurants, you got your microzapped MacCakes and Jack-in-the-the-Crack croissants.
If you survive breakfast and the cave, you got your
garbage pizza (everything that the sink scrap grinder
wouldn't accept), your caver patty melt, grazing at the
ar~ificial vegetable patch under glass or some kind of
dned, chopped and cooked herbivore remnants accompanied with a spud in various forms and vegetable sauce.
Face it, folks. That's about the run of caver chow these
days.
Well, high-paid scientists working with rats in a
secret laboratory somewhere in the California flatlands

recently uncovered the secrets of the prehistoric
caveman's diet. You heard it here first, dearly beloved.
There really i8 caveman cuisine. And you thought your
cave cook was pulling your wishbone.
Now, we're not talking about your stereotypical
unshaven, flea-bitten and mite-infested Neanderthal
gnawing on a Pteradactyl shin by the flickertng light of
a campfire in some soot-covered shelter cave in New
Guinea. We're talking about your more upwardly
mobile, enlightened savage.
Turns out these guys
weren't just out there practicing caveman-fu on dinosaurs
and dragging their old ladies
around by their long, grimy
hair. No, sirree. These earliest cavers, says an expert on
hypertension
in Monterey,
Calif., ate more greens in their
groceries than they did gizzards.
One scientist, Dr. Louis
Tobian Jr., looked up from his
research long enough to tell a
wire service reporter that
archeological and anthropological studies show that ancient
and modern-day primitive folks ate mostly plants and
other foods . From these, they received dietary potassium
three times greater than that found in the diet of most
civilized people.
Imagine that: cavemen were a bunch of veg-heads.
Truth is always stranger than fiction. And dig this:
Tobian said that more of us should start eating like
cavemen if we know what's good for us.
"There is an excellent chance that a return to this
prehistoric cuisine would greatly benefit hypertensive
individuals who are characteristically susceptible to
strokes and kidney disease," Tobian said in . a paper
presented to an American Heart Association forum for
science writers.
This science writer in particular noted that he had
already departed from the caveman diet, which until
recently did not include alcohol. Firmly grabbing a
recently discovered vintage bottle of Suave Bolla (the
Miocene was a very good era), he swigged another blast
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of firewater while continuing his research.
This "prehistoric cuisine," tested on rats with
induced high blood pressure, resulted in "the highpotassium diet, similar to levels in the diet of presentday hunter-gatherers or of prehistoric humans, affords a
remarkable protection against death from strokes as well
as kidney damage," according to Tobian.
In the Mr. Science trivia department, researchers
have found that blacks in the American Southeast and
residents of Scotland get little potassium in their diets.
Therefore, they suffer high rates of strokes, heart attacks
and kidney failure.
As Rosann Rosannadanna was wont to say on many
a Saturday night, it just goes to show ya. If you live in
the fast lane, it's gonna cost you . I mean, if you don't
eat lots of Thousand Island dressing with your veggies,
you're going to go around chasing four-legged bovine
creatures or even scrawnier animals, probably miss out
on your potassium and die an agonizing death.
Think about it. When you're stuck at the bottom of

Government Caves
by Jay Jorden
Increasingly, concerned environmentalists are turning to the concept
that the wild and desolate places of
this earth must be preserved; as
Steve McQueen once observed, "I'd
rather wake up in the middle of
nowhere than in any city on earth."
But increasingly, it is getting harder
to find solitude. Caves and oceans are
among the last frontiers of the
planet;
both
are nonrenewable
resources. Laudably, the State of
Texas, in its recently acquired role of
caretaker to more than a dozen
caves, has realized its responsibility.
The State Parks and Wildlife Department is to be commended for its
plans to consider a comprehensive
cave management policy which will
draw on cavers for their understanding about the underground wilderness
and their knowledge of how to
preserve and protect caves.
Information provided by Orion
Knox, TPWD head of the Historic

long drop waiting for 40 people to put their climbing
gear on for that long ascent, or marooned at the back of
a long, grimy crawl with a bunch of Boy Scouts, better
reconsider dragging out that greasy chicken bone
wrapped in Kentucky fried batter, or that reconstituted
tripe and varmint parts that goes under various commer.
cial names for Vienna sausage, sliced turkey or deviled
ham. We're talking serious cholesterol and other baddies.
Lawdie, we're staring at the last swig of this Bolla
and the tail end of this tale. Ah, the time is but too brier
to recount all the disgusting and downright lifethreatening foodstuffs yours truly has seen hauled into
caves. Suffice it to say it's a mouthful. But there can be
related some bright spots in this otherwise grim picture.
Accounts of spudding it in the Arbuckles (or short ribs
near Wild Woman) and vegetarian cave cookery must
await future issues.
Until then, keep your Swiss Army knives sharp and
your carbide flames lit. And don't eat anything bigger
than your head. Aloha.

Sites and Restoration Branch, and
Ron
Ralph,
the
department's
archaeologist for master planning,
indicates that the state has, over the
past several weeks, begun discussions
on the mechanics of setting up a
classification system and management plan for caves, which could
include some cave gating and other
use restrictions and a permitting system.
Since all plans are in the formative stage, it would be presumptuous
to suggest what the outcome will be,
but it is our view that the State of
Texas is on the right track. We can
only hope that government officials
will tap the sizable talents of cavers
in making its plans. Likewise, we
hope that cavers whose talents are
utilized will make sterling contributions to the management of these
valuable public resources. In the
final analysis, we have all become
land stewards in a sense, and are
charged with the responsibility of
assuring that generations to come
will be in awe of the state's underground splendor.
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HUAUTLA EXPEDITION NOTES
I f;
~
. multinational team of speleol-

~

_"- ogists using untried under"' . ground camping techniques
and exotic diving equipment has
fou nd a labyrinth of tunnels the
explorers believe will lead to the
world 's deepest known cave.
The discovery came during a
reccnt three-month expedition to the
jungles of the Mexican state of Oaxaca.

To
probe
the
previously
un clwrted
Cueva de
la Pena
'Coiol';1.da (Cave of the Colored Wall),
the e;,plorers from the United States,
1 bico, and England carried scuba
di \ ir: g gear to swim through submert'.ed tunnels tha.t repeatedly intertl'l:-;,ed dry, air-filled passages.
Using
powerful
specially
desi': !led dive lights, the speleologists
- . ':; ho prefer to be called "cavers"
- ', ~ "v igated more than 5,000 feet of
un derwater tunnels as big as 50 feet
in (li? meter.
in between the submerged passag e~, called "sumps", the explorers
m::t ppcd nearly four miles of giant
halh·:ays. They moved tons of diving
gea;', ropes, lights, food and camping
equip ment across lakes, along steep
rockfalls and up and down shafts
hu ndreds of feet deep .
The cavers spent 23 days in two
un ckrground camps, probing dead
en d,; and large chambers hundreds of
feet high. They reached a point
Des.fly three miles from the cave's
entrance. The cavers often groped
along thin nylon safety lines in zerovisib ility conditions when the waters
clouded up with silt.
, "It was the most technically
diffic ult cave exploration project yet
U~d c rtaken", says expedition leader
~dl , Stone, 31, of Derwood , Md.
ThiS Was the borderline. Nobody is
~Oll1 g to be using these advanced cavIng techniques for the next 10 years."

It was the first such exploration
that required all team members to be
proficient cave divers, Stone says. It
also was the first time a caving team
established
long-duration
underground camps beyond flooded passages.
Despite the complicated logistics
and danger, there were no major
mishaps.
"We did over 600 cave dives
and there was not one failure that
would be considered serious", Stone
says.
The trip was not without bad
moments, however. Stone's wife,
Pat, says that during one trip
through a 600-foot-long sump, her
air supply suddenly stopped.
"My tank bumped the ceiling
and it turned off my air", she says.
She escaped by "buddy-breathing"
with her diving partner.
Most of the diving apparatus

was based on recommendations from
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Crew Systems Division in Houston. Dr. John Zumrick,
assistant medical officer for the U.S.
Navy Experimental Diving Unit 'in
Panama City, Fla., coordinated the
design . The Explorers Club of New
York was the expedition's primary
sponsor.
The cavers had hoped to connect their discovery to the previously
known Huautla Cave System about
six miles away. Survey data later
showed they fell 3.5 miles short of
their goal.
A link with the Huautla system
would have made a cave dozens of
miles long, with a world depth record
of more than 5,100 feet, Stone says.
The
National
Speleological
Society based in Huntsville, Ala. ,
lists the world's deepest cave as the
5,035-foot-deep Reseau Jean-Bernard
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in France.
The Huautla Cave System had been explored to a
depth of 4,100 feet - the world 's fifth deepest - in
1980 following a 15-year effort in which explorers using
thousands of feet of rope gradually followed the cave
down shaft after inky shaft through a powerful underground river to a terminal sump.
In 1981, Stone dove 940 feet horizontally into the
sump to the safe limit of his compact air supply. The
sump continued deep and dark beyond the beams of his
dive lights.
That same year, Stone and his wife discovered the
Cueva de la Pena Colorada while searching for cave
entrances on the jungle-choked surface. Stone vowed to
demonstrate that the Huautla system waters flowed into
the newly discovered cave.
The latest expedition was stopped by Sump 7 in
Cueva de la Pena Colorada. To enter Sump 7 the cavers
had to don full diving gear in Camp 2 and then rappel
on rope 190 feet straight down a large shaft. Sump 7
then plunged down another 140 feet underwater before
leveling off in a big flood passage.
Zumrick, an expert cave diver with little climbing
and rappelling experience, said he felt "pushed out to the
limit" by such caving.
With their lines of supply stretched dangerously
thin, the divers called it quits after proving Sump 7 for
several hundred feet. The team's 72 experimental, fiberglass composite air tanks had not been enough.
"Had we gone another dive beyond that, come up
into air and come to Sump 8, we would have had to
carry 120 tanks", Stone calculates. "If we had gone to
Sump 9, we would have been looking at 256 tanks" .
Stone says he plans to return to NASA for advice in
designing a rebreathable nitrogen oxygen-helium diving
system that will allow 60-hour explorations without
recharging air supplies.
"We're looking at a 30-pound backpack, computercontrolled, with double backup systems", Stone says.
The backups, he says, "are something we've got to have.
"After all, we're not adventurers, we're explorers.
That's a misconception people often have."
Besides the Stones and Zumrick, the team members
were co-leader Bob Jefferys of Torrington, Conn.; John
Evans of Acton, Mass.; Gary Storrick of Export, Pa.;
Sergio Zambranoof of Mexico City; Angel Soto Porrua of
Mexico City; Rubert Parker of Clifton, Great Britain;
Mark Tillman of San Diego, Calif.; and Jay Arnold of
Glendale, Calif.

and injured the son of a striking miner Sunday as the
boys dug for coal to sell for Christmas pocket money."
Two brothers aged 15 and 13 died; a 16 year ol~
"received broken legs and chest injuries."
From the Dallas Times Herald, Sunday, November II,
1984:
"WASHINGTON - The Ozark cavefish, a tiny fis~
found only in parts of Missouri, Arkansas, an~
Oklahoma, officially becomes a threatened species neXI
month [December 3, 1984].
"Officials said it was being listed as threatene~
because of collectors and development, particularly in
Missouri's Greene County, but it does not appear to be
in danger of immediate extinction .
"The cavefish is known to exist in only 14 caves in
six counties of the Springfield Plateau of southwest Missouri, Northwest Arkansas, and northeast Oklahoma; it
has disappeared from more than 40 percent of its historic locations.
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Dispatches
From the Dallas Times Herald, Monday, November 19,
1984:
"DONCASTER, England - A cave-in of tons of
clay and shale killed two sons of an unemployed man

speleoicth u8
arbucklus
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"The Fish and Wildlife Service said it received 26
supportive comments on a proposal to protect the fish.
"The fish is nearly devoid of pigment and has an
ekn gated, flattened head, and a projecting lower jaw.
"Under the threatened species status, it is against
tL. law to export, sell, or move the cavefish without pern cion. The government will monitor the growth or
d, iine of populations of the tiny vertebrate."

Miner Rescued
A miner rescued Sunday from a coal mine cave-in
2ntombed him for four days said hunger drove him
.t the flesh of a dead miner who had been sealed up
him after an explosion .
i?escuers said they found the survivor, Chow
g-lu, 56, more than a mile down in the pit after
ing the light of his miner,s hat.
'After starving for two days, I couldn't stand it
:,nger. I carved some flesh from .. . a body I found,"
56, told reporters. "I survived because I ate the
flesh of three dead bodies."
"' ",
Chou said he breathed
\
through
a broken ventilation
..........
.
~
pipe, and collected dripping
------' (j')
water in his helmet.
'?1~'
The bodies of five miners
were recovered from the tunnel
of the Haishan Yiken Mine, rais0
•
0
ing the death toll to 51.
•
. Another 42 miners are missing.
Chou said that hours
; his rescue, he was considering suicide because the
ltion was too bitter."
The only other survivor, Wang Huang-teh, 33, was
;d shortly after the explosion last Wednesday. He
eported in serious condition, suffering from carbon
, ide poisoning.
)octors said Chou was in stable condition and,
form fatigue, had only suffered minor scratches.
:~hou said he believed other miners might still be
Rescue v"orkers trying to dig through the rubble
· collapsed mine have been hampered by its narrow.nd by more collapses.
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Maya Artifacts
It took a 13-mile walk through the jungles of Belize,
ca " ying backpacks weighing up to 90 pounds, just to
re;l ,:h the cave entrance. The explorers had to make the
eX c)'uciating journey as many as three days in a row just
to haul in supplies and gear.
. Once there, they camped underground for weeks at
a tIme, eating only freeze-dried food and getting water
from an underground spring.

But for Thomas E. Miller, an assistant professor at
Eastern Washington University, and his colleagues, the
effort was worth it. When the expedition emerged from
the sweltering jungle recently, it reported that it had
found one of the most extensive cave systems in the
Western Hemisphere, including one chamber that is the
second largest in the world.
In addition, the team found a large collection of
Maya artifacts left in the cave at least a thousand years
before. They also discovered a new species of blind
white crab, says Miller.
"We camped in a large chamber that had a permanent stream falling into a large lake where we could
get water and also wash off," he says. "There were
about 33 Maya walls and terraces built into the cave,
and these flat areas we camped on. It was an extrem~ly
comfortable camp."
Miller went to the Chiquibul River area after studying aerial photographs that suggested and extensive karstic system was there.
An eight-day solo trek in 1982 confirmed his judgment, and he began to plan for his spring 1984 expedition, which was supported primarily by the National
Geographic
Society,
along with the Speleological Society and the
~A
~:~~~rers Club of New
~~

A
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The result was the
_
discovery and mapping
.
-~
of a cave system that ~
consisted of two different caves, each about seven miles
long, separated by a two-mile surface stretch in which
the caves disappeared.
"The whole cave system is basically due to the Chiquibul River, which sank millions of years ago in the
limestone and formed a very large cave system," Miller
explains. "This was once an active route for the river,
but sometime in the last several hundred thousand years,
the river developed new routes into the limestone at
lower elevations."
What makes the Chiquibul caves special is their
size. The chamber in which the team first camped is
about 800 feet long and more than 500 feet wide. Even
that, however, was no match for the second chamber,
which was about twice that size.
"It would swallow the biggest room at Carlsbad
and still have a third left over," says Miller. "The ceiling is 213 feet high."
The team found evidence of extensive use of the
caves by the Maya. They left large quantities of pots,
storage vessels, painted bowls, clay figures , and even a
whistle that could be played today .
Fortunately for the scientists, the area is almost
completely isolated from civilization. Looters who have
stripped other Maya sites have done little damage there .
Only a few loggers and chicle tappers have been in the
area in the hundreds of years since the last Maya left the
caves.
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